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Many principals and teachers have concluded that high-stakes testing, particularly that mandated by the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act, is doing grave damage to education and the lives of children. Parents and other community members likewise worry about the consequences of schools focusing on test preparation. These educators and parents understand that assessment is a necessary and valuable part of teaching, and they do not object to accountability. But they oppose accountability that is reduced to test scores and punishments. Their opposition is based on two key points: the limited nature of standardized tests and the consequences of attaching high stakes to them.

IN BRIEF

The author outlines the limitations of high-stakes standardized tests and discusses the impact of such tests on grade retention and the narrowing of curriculum content and instruction. He argues that high-stakes testing is a failed school-improvement strategy and suggests an alternative accountability approach that would use multiple forms of formative as well as summative assessments.
In the United States today, the dominant mode of assessment is government-mandated standardized tests that are primarily composed of multiple-choice questions. Although such high-stakes tests can provide some useful accountability data, they are far too narrow to provide sufficient information for any fair or helpful educational decisions. In fact, their use can have harmful consequences for curriculum, instruction, classroom assessment, and student learning. What is needed are high-quality assessments that can make a powerful contribution to student achievement and provide useful information for school improvement when combined with other information, such as grade-progression rates, teacher quality, and school climate.

**The Limits of Testing**

State standards are too long and detailed to ever be completely taught. Many fail to distinguish what is important from what is unimportant, and much of what is important cannot be tested with a paper-and-pencil test of a few hours duration. In the best elementary and middle school education, students read, talk, and write about real stories. They conduct science experiments, write papers, make oral presentations, prepare computer-based presentations, evaluate and synthesize information from a variety of fields, and apply their learning to new situations. Standardized tests are poor tools for evaluating these important kinds of learning. If instruction focuses on the test, students have few opportunities to display the attributes of higher-order thinking, such as analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creativity, which are needed for success in school, college, and life.

Assessments of educational strengths and weaknesses can be useful at the individual, classroom, school, or district levels to shape teaching and improve schooling. However, that information must be sufficiently timely, accurate, meaningful, detailed, and comprehensive. The lengthy turnaround time for scoring most standardized tests makes them nearly useless for helping a particular individual. In addition, standardized tests usually include only a few questions on any particular topic, not enough to produce accurate, comprehensive, or detailed results. Many topics in state standards are not addressed at all in testing.

Test validity resides in the inferences drawn from assessment results and the consequences of their uses. Relying solely on scores from one test to determine success or progress in broad areas such as reading or math is likely to result in incorrect inferences, which in turn can lead to actions that are ineffective or even harmful. For these and other reasons, the standards of the testing profession call for using multiple measures for informing major decisions.

Reliability, or consistency of information, is sometimes regarded as the most important aspect of testing. However, consistent information about too narrow a range of topics, skills, or knowledge cannot provide an adequate basis for credible decisions. A doctor, for example, needs more than just reliable blood pressure results to diagnose a patient. Well-designed classroom-based assessments can provide richer, more consistent information that enhances validity, diagnostic capacity, and the ability to assess progress toward meaningful standards. Researchers have concluded that such formative assessment can have a powerful impact on student achievement, especially for low-achieving students (Black and Wiliam 1998). Unfortunately, too few teachers know how to use such assessment effectively.

In response to the pressure to raise test scores, districts are increasingly relying on short, standardized multiple-choice tests, often labeled “benchmark tests,” that are intended to predict how well a student will do on high-stakes exams. These tests also fail to adequately assess the range of important student learning.

**High-Stakes Consequences**

High-stakes testing leads to increased grade retention, which has repeatedly been proved to be counterproductive. Students who are retained do not improve academically, are emotionally damaged by retention, lose self-esteem, and are more likely to drop out of school.

High-stakes testing also produces “teaching to the test.” The higher the stakes, the more schools focus instruction on the tests. Whole subjects, such as science, social studies, art, or physical education may be reduced or eliminated if only language arts and math are tested. Even in tested subjects, many important topics or skills that are not covered by the exam are not taught. Instruction starts to resemble the tests. For example, reading is reduced to short passages followed by multiple-choice questions, while writing becomes repeated practice in the “five-paragraph essay.” Benchmark testing further exacerbates these problems.

Such narrowing of curriculum and instruction happens mostly in classrooms serving low-income students. In schools serving more affluent communities, teachers and parents make sure most students gain the skills and knowledge they need to succeed in high school, college, and life. Too often, poor kids get little more than test coaching and scripted instruction that does not adequately prepare them for further learning.

Proponents of high-stakes testing have been reduced to touting marginal gains, such as the modest growth in math scores recorded by the independent National Assessment of Educational Progress, or claiming that it is...
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too early to tell if high-stakes testing will work. It is not too early to tell: high-stakes testing is a failed school-improvement strategy. The Texas “miracle,” for example, was promoted as evidence the strategy worked. But claims for the Texas experience have been buried under charges of cheating, falsified dropout rates, and teaching to the test. Middle school teachers in that state have described students coming into their classrooms with high test scores but not able to read.

What Can Be Done?
If high-stakes testing does not lead to school improvement, can some other form of assessment work contribute to positive changes? A better strategy would be to build on the evidence for the success of formative assessments. When done well, formative assessments produce significant gains. However, such testing requires teachers to be skilled in using multiple forms of assessment. Unfortunately, colleges do not prepare prospective teachers well in this area, and professional development opportunities are limited. As a result, too few teachers are sufficiently literate in assessment practices. Meanwhile, the pressure to raise test scores pushes teachers to imitate the state exams or benchmark tests in their own classroom assessments.

Real education reform cannot be accomplished by handing teachers scripted curricula and commands to teach to the test. It requires a commitment to spend the time and money needed to ensure that all teachers are knowledgeable in assessment as well as curriculum content. This involves not only ongoing professional development, but also time for teachers to work together to improve curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

The use of summative assessments—standardized or classroom exams used to measure what students have learned to date—must also change. Rather than assuming that one test at the end of the year is an adequate basis for making decisions about students, summative assessments should be mixed with ongoing classroom-based evidence of student learning. Together, formative and summative assessments provide extensive information for teachers, principals, and district administrators to use in improving school performance.

Accountability should no longer be based on test scores alone. Rather, it should include classroom and school-based evidence of achievement, standardized test scores, and regular detailed investigations by trained observers. The Massachusetts Coalition for Authentic Reform in Education has detailed how such an approach can work.

To begin moving toward this vision of assessment and accountability, an alliance of more than 60 national education, civil rights, religious, and other groups, initiated and chaired by FairTest, has released the Joint Organizational Statement on No Child Left Behind that says, “Overall, the law’s emphasis needs to shift from applying sanctions for failing to raise test scores to holding states and localities accountable for making the systemic changes that improve student achievement.” The alliance recognizes that these changes will not come simply, quickly, or cheaply. But they are necessary if our nation is to improve, not diminish, the quality of learning and ensure that all children have access to a high-quality education.

Web Resources
FairTest’s report Failing Our Children details the flaws in NCLB and high-stakes testing and provides more information on assessment alternatives. http://fairtest.org/Failing_Our_Children_Report.html

The Joint Organizational Statement on No Child Left Behind is available online. www.fairtest.org

The British Assessment Reform Group seeks to ensure that assessment policy and practice at all levels take account of relevant research evidence. Its Web site offers a list of publications as well as links for further information. http://arg.educ.cam.ac.uk

The Nebraska State Department of Education Web site includes informative material on accountability and a report on the state’s Classroom Assessment Conference in September 2005. www.nde.state.ne.us
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